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CONTeNTS
My grandad turned 82 recently and I went over to celebrate 
and share a drink with him. Grandad is the family historian 
and he’s been tracing his family for many years now. 
After receiving a hand-me-up computer, he’s learnt how to use 
the internet and has been able to find records and documents 
that were previously out of reach to him . With only one good 
eye, he’s always eager for a pair of younger eyes to interpret 
what he’s found online . And I love hearing about my family, not 
just where they lived and what they did, but the anecdotes and 
stories that get passed down through the generations .  
After his birthday dinner, I was herded into the computer room 
so he could show me his latest find – Trove, the National Library 
of Australia’s database . My hands often itch to grab the mouse 
from him when we sit at the computer together, but I resist the 
urge because I know he wants to learn how to use the web 
himself . But on this occasion he needed my help . He had been 
trying to verify a story his grandmother had told him about the 
death of his own grandfather . He’d been searching archived 
newspapers for a few weeks but hadn’t been able to find any 
information . 
So we sat down together to see what we could find . And in 
only a few minutes of searching, not only had we found the right 
newspaper, we’d even found the article – ‘Accident at the Naval 
Stores’ followed by my great-grandfather’s name and details 
about his accident . 
‘Just as my grandmother told me’ . It was the best birthday 
present I could have given him, and his excitement was infectious . 
Writers are eavesdroppers, spies, magpies, and thieves: they 
find inspiration and ideas everywhere . And sometimes, writers 
become adventurers in the quest for knowledge that is both 
quotidian and sacred . 
What else could you uncover if you just spend a bit of 
time looking? 
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the painful issue of adoption and its impact on mothers and 
children . In 1950s Australia, unmarried pregnant women were 
routinely forced to give up their babies for adoption . The book 
focuses on a small group of people still living with the shame 
and grief of that policy . It is a story about the betrayal of women, 
both individual and systemic, and the way the effects of that 
betrayal are felt over generations . Olsson’s new book will bring 
that theme of betrayal home to her own family .
Olsson writes by hand at a small, honey-coloured wooden table, 
which her family ate upon when she was a child . The story of 
the table also appears in the memoir she is writing . Olsson’s love 
of tables, china cups, old books, and tablecloths – even broken 
pieces of china – is reflected in all her writing . These objects tell 
the story of family .
Family and friends are as important to Olsson as writing . ‘I’ve 
never been ready to sacrifice one for the other,’ she said . ‘I need 
to do both fully . That means cramming an enormous amount 
into each day . It’s hard but I need them both . I get writing sick if I 
have been distracted from writing for too long, just the way I get 
homesick if I’m away too long from my children and from Amber, 
my beautiful granddaughter .’
With pleasing symmetry, Olsson’s memoir is nearing completion 
at the same time as a new grandchild is due to be born . 
Further information
http://kristinaolsson.net
Sandra Hogan has spent a long time working in journalism and public relations. 
She is an occasional book reviewer and short story writer and a member 
of Queensland Writers Centre. This year she is writing her first novel, with 
sympathetic support from Dr Nike Bourke at Olvar Wood. 
The brutal theft of a child in 1949 left a shadow that lies 
across the published works of Brisbane novelist Kristina 
Olsson. One of those works is The China Garden, which won 
the prestigious Barbara Jefferis Award for fiction in March. 
Judges for the national award presented by the Australian 
Society of Authors noted that ‘Unusually for a story about 
relinquishment and adoption, this fine novel deals with the 
impact on the mother and her remaining child, rather than her 
lost one’ . Olsson’s first novel, In One Skin, looked at the same 
issue from a different angle: it dealt with the lives of two girls 
who had been abandoned by their mother . even her powerful, 
fast-moving biography of prison activist Debbie Kilroy, Kilroy 
Was Here, told the story of a child given up to the untender 
mercies of the state by her parents . 
Olsson says it is only recently she has realised that all her books 
are a response to an event that occurred in her own family 
and she began writing about it even before she knew it had 
occurred . The memoir she is working on now deals with the 
same incident more directly .
‘My mother’s first baby was stolen from her,’ said Olsson . ‘She 
never spoke a word about that child when I was growing up 
and yet everything in my life seems to have turned on that 
moment when the baby was wrenched from her arms . It’s like 
a watermark of grief and absence that is passed down silently 
through the generations of our family . When I wrote In One Skin, 
I didn’t know about that lost child and yet lost children invaded 
my imagination .’
Olsson says that writing is like hunting . ‘When I write I am 
hunting for the answer to a question but I don’t know what the 
question is before I start . I don’t plan my writing – or my life . 
Maybe both would be easier if I did . But I have tried to plan and 
it doesn’t work for me . I just have to put on my wellies, get out 
into the mess and wade through it .’
The China Garden was selected for the Barbara Jefferis award 
from a high-calibre shortlist that included Steven Carroll’s The 
Lost Life, enza Gandolfo’s Swimming, Cate Kennedy’s The 
World Beneath, and Susan Varga’s Headlong . Like her first 
book, it was published by UQP .
Olsson heard she had won the award when she was staying 
at Varuna Writers House in the Blue Mountains . Varuna was 
the home of Australian author eleanor Dark . ‘It seemed as 
though I was being watched by these extraordinary Australian 
women writers – eleanor Dark and Barbara Jefferis . I felt they 
were saying to me, “Keep up the work, Kris” and it was a great 
inspiration to continue .’
The China Garden unfolds with the discovery of an abandoned 
newborn baby in a suburban backyard . Set in a fictional town 
in northern NSW, between rainforest and sea, it explores 
PROFILe
Kristina Olsson
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Writing a family history can be both fun and rewarding. 
Maureen Vincent-Northam has some tips to help you write a 
family history even your most disinterested family member will 
want to read. 
Let’s be realistic – an account of your family history is never 
going to hold the same fascination for others as it does for you . 
The chances, therefore, of getting several mainstream houses 
fighting over publishing rights are, at best, slim . Self-publishing is 
probably going to be the road you’ll be treading unless, that is, 
you’re writing purely for your own pleasure, or to keep a record 
of events for future descendants .
The good news is there’s no right or wrong way to write your 
account . It can be told from a variety of angles, be simple or 
complex, include a little about every ancestor from the year dot, 
or everyone you’ve ever met, or even concentrate on just one 
particular aspect of your own life . 
In fact, your personal story is a good place to start; the three 
main storytelling forms being memoir, biography, and narrative .
Memoir
Think of how the rich and famous write their memoirs – a series 
of recollections rather than any kind of detailed history . Memoirs 
– stories centring on specific episodes in your life – are written 
from your perspective, and draw on incidents you recall, or 
which happened to you . 
Consider what you might write about which will convey to your 
readers the sort of person you are . A collection of humorous 
anecdotes will work well, but try interspersing them with 
touching, poignant moments, too .
Most of us can think of episodes in our lives involving: 
• schooldays
• career
• friends
• first love
• parenthood
• driving
• hobbies
• fashion disasters 
Biography
Using a biography form works best if you decide to write your 
entire life story up to the present day . You’ll need to record 
accurate dates and other details along with your personal 
reminiscences, which might involve liaising with others who are 
able to supply vital background information .
Narrative
The narrative style is perhaps the most popular of all . The lives 
of other family members can be interwoven into your personal 
picture, enabling you to focus on your family as a whole, as well 
as your role in it . 
With narrative you can make use of historic documentation, 
family trees, and photographs – and all those stories related so 
amusingly by Aunt Marjory at family funerals . 
using themes
Okay, so you have a unique story to tell . But don’t simply set out 
the bare historical facts; instead, think of yourself as a character 
in a book . Imagine the times you’ve lived through, the obstacles 
you’ve had to overcome, your joys, sorrows, and hardships, and 
then get writing . 
Consider using various themes as your starting point: travel, 
migrating to another country, arriving in this country, the family 
business, life in a village, and so on .
Those good old days
It’s true that the more you think back, the more you’ll remember . 
Other family members – and friends – will recollect stories about 
people and places you’d all but forgotten, so chat with them to 
rediscover some half-buried memories . 
Now that you’ve accumulated masses of information – looked 
at old photographs and diaries, read well-thumbed love letters, 
and cringed over your old school reports – you’ll begin to 
wonder where, and how, to write the epic that is your life story . 
Choosing your point of view
When you write about your own life, or recall family stories where 
you were personally involved, it’s natural to write in the first 
person . But don’t bore the pants off your readers by starting every 
sentence with ‘I’ . Vary your sentence structure . Not ‘I would meet 
my friends at the local coffee bar after school every Wednesday’, 
but ‘Mario’s Coffee Bar was the place to hang out … ’
Telling your story as though you were writing a letter or holding a 
conversation with a friend is another neat trick . Whether yours is 
a chatty, humorous, or formal style, this will give future readers a 
clearer picture of you – your individual stamp . 
Or be ‘creative’ by using the first person point of view to write 
about an ancestor – adopt their ‘voice’ . This involves using any 
historical data you discover and filling in the story background 
with what you think might have happened – the way they do 
in the movies . You could, of course, make up the whole thing, 
ignoring all the historical data completely – the way they do in 
the tabloids . 
even though it’s more usual to write about other people in 
the third person, you could chronicle your own life from this 
FeATURe
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viewpoint too, relating your personal story as though told from 
an outsider’s point of view . 
Choosing a point of reference
So if your aim is to write a full family history, how do you decide 
which ancestor should kick off your epic? Try asking a few 
questions:
• Did one of your ancestors hail from another country? This  
 person’s ‘new beginning’ would make an excellent starting  
 point in your family story .
•  Was one of your forebears described as ‘the black sheep’  
 of the family? How much do you know of the family legend?  
 How did the intrigue begin? Were they given a raw deal?  
 Could some detective work on your part help solve 
 the mystery?
•  Did any of your ancestors have an unusual profession or  
 talent? Would it have involved study, an apprenticeship, or  
 just some strange aptitude? 
•  Have you heard a courageous tale about one of your  
 ancestors? Was your great-grandmother a suffragette, or  
 your grandfather a much-decorated war veteran? 
•  Is there a cluster of ancestors who lived in the same town?  
 Did their surroundings affect their lives? Start by describing  
 the area and how your family fitted into the locale .
•  Do you have one ancestor with whom you feel a special link?
 Someone whose life reflects your own in some way,   
 someone whose name you share perhaps?
Choosing a format
To choose the format which is best suited to your saga, you first 
need to ask yourself who you are writing it for .
Is it a personal itch you must scratch, or a desire to preserve 
your history so that it can be passed on to the next generation? 
Is it something you’ll share with other relatives as well as your 
immediate family circle? Any bones of contention – grey bits 
involving or implicating others? The need to ‘set the record 
straight’, to ‘tell it like it is’ is tempting, but beware of writing 
anything that could be viewed as libellous .
Your intended readership will influence the way you construct 
your story, as well as the details you hope to include . A story rich 
in historical facts including many descendants – and possibly 
collateral lines – will be constructed differently, and probably 
more formally, to that of a collection of light-hearted memoirs 
gathered from your parents, grandparents, and Uncle Bob . 
Getting it on paper
Jot down anything that takes you back – people, places, 
holidays, jobs, lovers, anniversaries, parties, smells, tastes . 
If you liken compiling a family history to that of putting together 
a book, it’s helpful to create chapter categories . These headings 
and subheadings will cover the main areas of your ancestors’ 
lives – or yours if you’re writing about yourself – and might be 
broken down into: 
• childhood (parents, siblings, games, pets, neighbourhood,  
 holidays)
• schooling (teachers, friends, sports, academic achievements,  
 trips, exams, school plays)
• career (workplace, colleagues, wages, training, hours, boss)
• marriage (partner, engagement, wedding, honeymoon, first  
 home)
•  parenthood (pregnancy, early years, starting school)
•  retirement (golden handshake, hobbies, grandchildren)
Final points
everyone’s history is made up of an assortment of big, and not 
so big, experiences . Our families have played a small part in 
all kinds of major world events, witnessing these at first hand . 
We’ve each had a starring role in smaller, local, and more 
personal episodes too, and tales of these events – sad, chilling, 
amusing, or downright incredulous – and the places and people 
involved are what makes each story unique . 
Writing a basic, chronological family history is one thing, but who’s 
going to remember the human elements, the opinions and beliefs, 
family customs and traditions, or Granny’s recipes, superstitions, 
and cure-all remedies if you don’t write about them? 
Times move rapidly and it becomes impossible for younger 
family members to imagine what life was like for their ‘elders’ . It’s 
important that we pass on our family stories and legends; future 
generations will be grateful that we did .  
So go on – write the story of your life! 
Maureen Vincent-Northam is the author of The Greatest Genealogy Tips in the 
World, co-author of The Writer’s ABC Checklist, and has judged online writing 
contests. She contributes regularly to markets aimed at writers and wrote and 
tutored an online workshop which centred on researching and writing family 
histories. www.maureen-vincent-northam.co.uk
Our families have played a small part in all 
kinds of major world events, witnessing these 
at first hand .
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Who said you couldn’t get published anymore? Not these 
guys. Ronnie Scott has done some investigating and come up 
with a new crop of Australian literary magazines and journals 
looking for quality writing.  
 
After writing, studying, and publishing through my salad days in 
Brisbane, two years ago I took my guns to town, in the words 
of Johnny Cash, who obviously was singing about Melbourne . 
Melbourne is the publishing capital of Australia, as well as 
UNeSCO’s second World City of Literature (after edinburgh), but 
it seemed to me that Brisbane’s crazily-healthy literary scene was 
often divorced from the small press boom gaining speed here .  
 
The Australia Council has just launched a website called Literary 
Magazines Australia, which profiles 10 Australia Council-funded 
magazines and aggregates some of their content; and these 
journals are indeed among the country’s finest . But if you’re a 
struggling short story writer, a new truth of Australian publishing 
is that eVeRYBODY HAS A MAGAZINe . The editors want to 
read your work, their readers want to read your work, and, 
often, these guys even want to pay you . Here, then, is a quick 
guide to the journals that have cropped up over the last couple 
of years – not only in Melbourne, but countrywide . 
 
Kill Your Darlings is the newest, and its black bent of literary 
class feels like the natural outcome of an editorial team 
comprising a number of experienced hands from diverse 
publishing backgrounds . Their market is essays and fiction . 
For reviews, they prefer a pitch; for fiction and essays, they’re 
happy to receive complete submissions . Best of all, they pay a 
minimum of $120 per piece, for 800 words and up . Qualitatively, 
they look for writing that is intelligent without being inaccessible 
– rather, they value work which is considered, well-researched, 
playful, and brave . Send risk-taking work which challenges 
and contributes to Australia’s literary community, bringing that 
community to those who might not ordinarily be a part of it, and 
they’re happy . They are particularly excited to find new voices . 
 
Five issues strong, Harvest has established itself as a varietal 
voice, printed on the kind of strong paper stock you normally 
find in art magazines . They evidence a care in their design that 
anybody who’s been published in a crappy font or with a weird 
picture booming down on their work will appreciate . They aim 
to publish a magazine which will be at home among friends, 
engaging to strangers, and popular at dinner parties – ‘pretty 
much a paper and ink embodiment of Johnny Depp’ . They 
accept 5 per cent of fiction submissions, 20 per cent of non-
fiction, and 10 per cent of poetry; and although they receive far 
more fiction than anything else, they publish all three equally . For 
non-fiction, they prefer pitches, and they pay $100 for fiction, 
non-fiction, and for each issue’s feature-length poetry portfolio .
 
A newish player, and kind of a wildcard, is [untitled], an odd 
little punch-packing pocket-sized volume . [untitled] receives 70 
subs an issue, from which they choose 12 or 13 pieces . Their 
only market is fiction, and prefer complete submissions . At the 
moment, they can pay only a contributor’s copy . [untitled] tries 
to focus on the idea of ‘story’, rather than following current 
fashions in genre, and, as such, they value engaging work that 
isn’t overwritten, or written to appeal to a trend . editor Blaise 
says his dream submission ‘is really just a piece that follows 
some of our guidelines so that I can at least get a chance to 
read it’ . So no fancy fonts, no unusual layouts . They want to 
appeal to everyday readers . 
 
Another new card in the pack is Small Room, a poster-format 
magazine which published initially from the Gold Coast . For 
their first issue, out of 200 pieces, they chose eight . Since Small 
Room is a poster, they’re after short short fiction, short fiction, 
and poetry . They pay $100 for short shorts, and $50 for poems . 
editor Bryan hates seeing pieces which, again, ‘try to write 
to some ideal of “Melbourne cool” – often featuring zombies, 
pirates, and/or gypsies – as well as pieces that’ – important 
corollary, guys – ‘excessively describe the bush (or anything) 
without offering it in a new light’ . Conversely, he loves work that 
is funny and sad all rolled into one, ‘like a Paul Simon song’ – 
avoid being too serious, trying too hard, or lacking pizzazz . 
 
dotdotdash is a Perth-based glossy which is basically wet with 
exuberance . They accept 16–25 per cent of subs per issue . 
They receive far more poetry than anything else, but the issues 
are actually one-fifth poetry, one-fifth fiction, one-fifth non-
fiction, one-fifth art, and one-fifth special features . They’d like 
to see more essays and more art, and they prefer complete 
submissions . At the moment, they pay with a contributor’s copy . 
Diversity is key for dotdotdash, but they get frustrated by stories 
which are tripped up by the ‘standard little things’: passive 
voice, tense change, lack of plot or character development, lack 
of careful rhythm . Due to their turnaround, they usually accept 
only pieces that require little input from them, and they love work 
that expresses concepts clearly, via idiosyncratic characters, 
written with a steady hand and a wry sense of humour . 
dotdotdash is edited by more than 20 people, so no one editor’s 
vision rules the game . 
 
Ampersand comes disguised as a Penguin classic, except that 
it opens from the top – like a reporter’s notebook . They accept 
10 per cent of submissions, and their only market is essays and 
creative non-fiction . They prefer complete submissions, but don’t 
mind queries, and they pay a $50 ‘thank you fee’, which is better 
than the ‘h’ word (honorarium) . editor Alice hates seeing stylistic 
mimicry, or opinion pieces written for the sake of it – the type that 
generalise a point in order to sound clever and sassy and hard-
edged, but which have no theoretical basis and end up simplifying 
a whole chunk of what it is to be human . Conversely, she is in the 
market for thoughtful, poetic essays based in research, nonsense, 
and inquiry . She thinks the best writers have courage, an aversion 
to apology, and self-knowledge . 
FeATURe
Big game
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extempore publishes writing that in some way is inspired by jazz 
and improvised music (!) .They love appropriate poetry, because it 
aligns so well with improvised music, but poets tend to send them 
work completely unrelated to their market . They have a tough 
time getting appropriate fiction submissions – ‘like hens’ teeth!’ – 
and always wish they saw more . When people actually follow their 
guidelines and are attentive to their topic, their acceptance rate 
is through the roof . Their advice to prospective contributors is to 
check out previous issues if they are confused about extempore . 
They prefer queries for essays, but complete submissions for 
poetry and fiction . And they pay $65 per poem, $75 for an image, 
and $50 per published page of text . editor Miriam hates that 
so much of what she sees is about American musicians and 
particularly Miles Davis . As her editorial policy is to publish 75 per 
cent Australian content, she wants more writing about some of 
the world’s best musicians, who are indeed Australian . She aims, 
though, to provide a space for quality arts writing – as a kind of 
counter to the bounteous political and social commentary that 
more established journals print .  
 
Another weird one – they’re all weird ones, really, right? – is 
Paper Radio, an audio journal à la much of the stuff you’ll hear 
on America’s National Public Radio . Mostly commission-based, 
they accept currently 2 per cent of subs, and they run their 
‘journal’ on two ‘channels’: AM (non-fiction) and FM (fiction) . 
No poetry . Non-fiction queries should be backed by some 
knowledge of how the piece might come together; loose pitches 
alone can be too vague to properly assess . For FM (fiction), 
they prefer complete submissions . They don’t currently pay . 
For fiction, they get sick of pseudo-gonzo attempts at writing 
in raw or contrived urban ultra-realism, pieces that attempt an 
authenticity by ‘getting inside the mind of the bogan male’, and 
Australiana: landscape-heavy, awkwardly colonial, and rural-
themed expositions that tell us nothing new about anything old . 
For non-fiction, they love an impossibly strange true story, and, 
if it’s well-researched, with access to the people involved, then 
even better . Again, poets: Paper Radio should not be confused 
with the spoken word scene .
 
So, there you go: eight strong markets who might want you . 
Small press publishing being a strange playing field, there are 
a couple of other magazines which six months ago would’ve 
fit here: Torpedo, besides excitingly going Kindle, is now 
commission-only, ‘entirely based on favouritism and nepotism’, 
says editor Chris quite proudly; Cutwater has taken a year off; 
and Stop Drop n Roll is undergoing format-based anxiety . Keep 
following their websites, though – they’re all fine magazines . 
In summary: be accessible to the everyday reader, but be 
different, and be smart . Read the freaking guidelines . And 
enjoy the fact that in present-day Australia, the large niche is 
increasingly a healthy place to write from . Somebody wants you . 
Let them in .
Further information 
Literary Magazines Australia www.litmags.com.au 
Kill Your Darlings www.killyourdarlingsjournal.com 
Harvest www.harvestmagazine.wordpress.com 
[untitled] www.untitledonline.com.au 
Small Room www.smallroom.com.au 
dotdotdash www.dotdotdash.org 
Ampersand www.ampersandmagazine.com.au 
Extempore www.extempore.com.au 
Paper Radio www.paperradio.org 
Torpedo www.falconvsmonkey.com 
Cutwater www.cutwaterpress.com 
Stop Drop n Roll www.stopdropandroll.com.au
Ronnie Scott’s writing has appeared in HEAT, Torpedo, Wet Ink, Bookslut, The 
Big Issue, and The Rumpus. He is the editor of The Lifted Brow, another newish 
Australian magazine. www.theliftedbrow.com.
The editors want to read your work, their 
readers want to read your work, and often, 
these guys even want to pay you .
Book Publishing
Seminars
1/655 Toohey Road, Salisbury, Qld 4107 
PO Box 308 Moorooka, Qld 4105
Phone: (07) 3373 7855 Fax: (07) 3373 8611
Boolarong Press
Boolarong Press will be running book publishing 
seminars during this winter. 
ese seminars will cover the following:
How to Publish Your Bookr
e Australian Publishing and Book Marketr
Marketing and selling your bookr
What is an ebook and what is the futurer
How to set up a book in Word™r
See www.boolarongpress.com.au for details or 
call Karen on 33737855
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Can writing be taught? With the current glut of writing 
courses now available everyone should be able to improve 
their writing skills. But which course is right for you? Is a 
university degree in writing going to help you find work? 
Barbara Flowers surveyed writers throughout Australia and 
she presents her results here. 
There are private sector writing courses . And there are university 
writing courses . I’ve had experience of both . I’ve completed 
subjects at a New York writing school, a Sydney writing studio, 
and most recently a semester at a university in Victoria . 
In the past I’ve acquired qualifications in law and literature, 
each from The University of Queensland . However being a 
good writer was always my true ambition, and these days with 
only my declining years to finance I’ve set off on this, perhaps 
doomed, last quest . Herein lies the reason for my interest in 
what universities offer to students of writing . 
university v private sector writing schools – my comparison
How did my differing experiences equate?
university 
• offered a qualification
•  although the qualification was in ‘Writing’, the course  
 emphasis was upon Cultural Theories rather than on  
 improving one’s writing skills
•  the subjects were mandated
•  tutor feedback was often non-existent
•  fees were $1,500 per subject
•  there was a ‘grace’ period for withdrawal ie the reading  
 materials, tutor input, etc . could be trialled for several weeks  
 and then cancelled without financial penalty
Private sector
• no ‘piece of paper’ at the end
•  focus was technical, eg how to construct a piece of 
 fiction using the building blocks of structure, point of view,  
 description, character, etc .
• courses were specifically chosen by me as areas of writing I  
 wanted to improve in
•  the New York courses gave detailed and considered weekly  
 feedback; feedback from the Sydney course was contingent  
 upon students providing enough feedback for other students
•  fees were about $500–$600 per subject
•  there was no real trial period
Both university and private sector
•  offered their courses online
•  offered weekly lecture notes and weekly assignments
  
 
On balance it seemed the university course gave less   
constructive help to someone wanting to become a better writer, 
and was far more expensive . However at the very least I could 
emerge from it with more ‘letters’ after my name, unsatisfactory 
though I found the course to be . I became interested in what 
other graduates of the various Australian university courses felt 
about their courses, and about whether the study of ‘writing’ 
was seen by them as worthwhile in terms of time and cost . I 
constructed a 10-question online survey which I disseminated 
to each state/territory writers centre, and to each writers group 
listed publicly on the different websites of these centres . From 
there I had to assume that the organising groups would help 
publicise my survey .
Results of the survey
Given the many variables I could not control, the results are 
more anecdotal than rigorous . Secondly, space does not permit 
more than discussion of the big picture .
Scope
In Australia, at least 33 universities offer more than 70 writing 
courses . It seems writing degrees have become big business . I 
received 48 responses from the alumni of 19 universities as well 
as from several TAFe/CAe students .
Entrance prerequisites
Some universities accept only students of a proven level 
of ability and experience as is the model in the best of the 
U .S . writing schools . Some require earlier university degrees 
but some integrate their writing courses into undergraduate 
degrees . Some offer scholarships for promising writers . Some 
take all comers . Anecdotally, the most successful programs are 
usually postgraduate writing degrees . This was borne out by 
the survey respondents who stated that they earned an income 
from writing . Of these, 92 per cent had postgraduate writing 
qualifications .
Real purpose of course
Why do such large numbers of writing courses, and by 
association, large numbers of writing students, exist? There is 
a view that as students of writing courses have multiplied, the 
study of literature has declined . If writing courses are now being 
routinely offered within Arts faculties, are these courses intended 
to complement a generic arts education or are they intended 
as vocational courses to enable students to be commercially 
successful as writers? Or is the writing course simply a cash 
cow for faculties intent on supplementing government funding?
The writer and writing teacher Tony Birch, interviewed on the 
ABC’s ‘Books and Writing’, commented on this point . He sees 
involvement of the academy in writing courses as an extension 
of the liberal education of old:
I see [writing courses] as within a tradition of a liberal arts 
FeATURe
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degree, that by doing creative writing and reading writers and 
trying to write themselves around particular issues [students] will 
learn many things about themselves and about the world which 
are not just about becoming a published writer. 
Student satisfaction
I found views similar to Birch’s expressed quite a few times 
in response to my survey question ‘Did the course meet your 
requirements?’ In summary, responses were: Yes – 51 per cent, 
In some respects – 38 per cent, and No – 11 per cent .
One respondent wrote: 
I didn’t feel like I was learning skills ... rather I was having my 
‘world’ opened up to that of the writer.
And another wrote: 
[The course] extended myself as a writer, exposed me to more 
writers I should have been reading … [It] enabled me to meet 
other writers face to face … [and] gave me confidence as a 
writer which I did not have before.
Vocational writing courses
Some universities offer a ‘Writing’ rather than a ‘Creative Writing’ 
course, and writing students may well expect a vocational 
outcome from their years of training and its attendant costs . In 
the present era of self-expression and creative thinking, writing 
well is a readily saleable skill . even blogging can make an 
income for a writer with interesting things to say .
Despite this, more than 70 per cent of respondents were not 
earning a living from writing . And of those 30 per cent earning 
some income from writing, only 30 per cent of this group were 
earning it by writing fiction; ie only 9 per cent of all respondents 
were earning some income from fiction writing even though 
83 per cent of them listed fiction writing as their chosen form . 
Those earning income from writing in general (other than 
journalism) cited corporate work, editing, teaching writing, etc . 
as their main source of writing income . A number of these stated 
that they had other sources of income not related to writing .
Are writing courses really worth it? 
Ultimately this rests upon a student’s reasons for wanting to 
study writing . If it’s to become a published well-paid writer then 
the time and money needed for a university writing course may 
not be the way to go . I’ll let Birch set the context:
You want to say to [the students] okay, if you really want to be 
a writer please be aware that it is a long journey and in a way a 
long struggle because it’s so hard to get published in Australia. 
Survey conclusions
• About 88 per cent of my respondents had enrolled after 2000 .
•  Respondents split 50 per cent each way on undergraduate/ 
 postgraduate level tuition .
• Almost 80 per cent were happy with their chosen course and  
 would recommend it to others .
•  Asked if the course met their requirements there was some  
 ambiguity in the response with only 50 per cent saying an  
 unreserved ‘yes’;
Which courses? 
Of those respondents making an income from writing, the 
universities most nominated, in descending order, were:
• RMIT and QUT (equally)
•  Central Queensland University
 Followed by (alphabetically)
•  Deakin University
•  University of Canberra
•  University of Technology Sydney
Those who nominated a TAFe/CAe course (about 11 per 
cent) all expressed approval of the value of their courses and 
sometimes nominated specific writers/tutors in person as the 
reason for this . It is possible that the more affordable fees played 
a part in this satisfaction level . 
My own evaluation of the university course I did was low . After 
one semester I withdrew from it rather than pay the equivalent of 
a new car to go on and complete to a Master’s level .  
One of my survey respondents (a successful, income-earning 
graduate) expressed a view that chimed with my own: 
A big problem here in Australia is that writing courses generally 
don’t support learning how to write by having proper literature 
survey courses. These courses should include both works from 
the English literary canon and current works, as well as covering 
the diversity of literary theory as may be applied to these works. 
I also think more genre studies would benefit many students, so 
long as the lecturers took it seriously.
A number of highly successful fiction writers have behind them 
periods as writing students at Australian universities . I won’t 
nominate these for fear of accidentally omitting an admired 
writer . These are writers who would probably have been 
successful in any case . Thomas Kenneally’s advice recently at 
his UQ address during Writers Week 2009 was that a writer 
should ‘only begin’ and he is arguably our most successful 
writer on most levels . He joked that he thought writers avoided 
writing by enrolling in writing courses . 
Barbara Flowers shares her love of writing with a love for law and divides her 
week between working as a legal research librarian and writing fiction. She’s 
been enjoying herself this year by writing a series of stories which she thinks 
of as tales of moral ambiguity. These can be read on her writing blog, http://
barbaraflowers.blogspot.com/ar.
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I approached Sisters Inside, an organisation that advocates 
for women in prison and provides services and support for 
women when they have been released from prison to see if I 
could speak with some of the women they worked with . Before 
you start to research decide what it is you need to know, and 
what are the best ways for you to find that out – interviews, 
observation, or even surveys – and then start looking around for 
the places you believe would help you uncover what you need 
for your writing . If you are thinking of contacting an organisation 
to do research through make sure you have a clear idea of what 
the aims of the organisation are, and be honest with them about 
the ways in which the research will be used .
For me the insights I gained from the conversations with the 
women helped to form the characters and contribute to the ideas 
in the critical work . I assured them that they wouldn’t be quoted 
directly . Be honest and open with the people you speak to so they 
know absolutely how you intend to use the information . If you are 
looking to simply observe groups or communities as part of your 
research, explore ways you could actually contribute (volunteer 
etc .) while you are observing . A useful idea is to write up an 
information sheet for the people you wish to speak to, stating who 
you are, and what the story is you’re working on, and how you 
are hoping they may be able to help .  
Once I had arranged the interviews the next challenge was how 
to open up a conversation, how to create an experience that 
didn’t revolve around a series of questions to be answered . 
Whereby, I ‘took’ their experiences for my own benefit . Instead 
of asking closed questions, which I feared would imply there 
was a particular answer I was looking for, or that one answer 
was better than another, I began by inviting the women to recall 
for me the day they were released from jail . each of the women 
surprised me with the level of detail she included . Although 
these details felt like a gift for me as a writer, I was confronted 
by my own unpreparedness for the intimacy and uniqueness 
of their accounts of themselves . These accounts were both 
universally human and completely unique at the same time, kind 
of like a good story . 
Donna Hancox has a PhD in Creative Writing and is currently an Associate 
Lecturer in Creative Writing at Queensland university of Technology. She has 
written extensively about creative writing and research. Her first novel is under 
consideration with an Australian publisher.  
No creative endeavour – in my experience – is developed in 
a vacuum . Life tends to encroach relentlessly on the world of 
creative writing and bleeds onto the pages . For me, it is the 
in-between place where reality and research come into contact 
with the imagination and creativity and something thrilling 
happens . Navigating this relationship between research and 
writing can be daunting, to say the least . A few simple tips and 
maintaining an attitude of respect and openness can transform 
the experience of researching for your writing project from being 
a necessary chore to an exhilarating part of the writing process .
For writers and researchers it is unavoidable that we mine 
the lives of others for material . At least that is what we tell 
ourselves . Last year I completed a Creative Practice PhD, in 
which I wrote a novel and conducted research that helped to 
create the characters . As a writer, and as a researcher, I am 
interested in the ethics of writing the stories of marginalised 
peoples, and exploring ways to both acknowledge and tackle 
the incommensurability between my experience of the world 
and the experiences of those I am writing about . The novel I was 
working on centred on a woman who had just been released 
from prison after completing a second jail sentence . 
As I began to write I started to question whether I had the ability, 
let alone ‘permission’, to write the story of a woman, Andrea,  
whose life was so different to my own . The heart of the novel 
was supposed to be this character, but as I continued to write I 
found myself struggling to fully realise the nuances of Andrea and 
to adequately portray the complexities of her experiences in the 
world . After completing a first draft it became clear that Andrea 
didn’t have a voice of her own . The vigilance I displayed in making 
sure I didn’t resort to clichés or assumptions about women in 
prison had in the process caused Andrea to become kind of 
bland with none of the vibrancy or depth I was hoping for .  
For the past four years I have volunteered at the women’s 
correctional facility in Brisbane and I came to the writing of the 
novel assuming – somewhat arrogantly in retrospect – that I 
had some understanding of the day-to-day existence in prison . 
I had spoken with many women about the challenges they 
faced in jail, but I had never sat down and just listened to them 
or their experiences for no reason other than to bear witness 
to someone’s story, and I quickly realised this is exactly what I 
needed to do . 
The writer as researcher  
Donna Hancox
VIeWPOINT
Be honest and open with the people you 
speak to so they know absolutely how you 
intend to use the information .
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I learned grammar at school but many writers haven’t. Does 
it matter? Well, crafting a good sentence or paragraph can 
come from knowing the rules, but is also, more often than 
not, intuitive. Writing well, as Hemingway said, is just a 
matter of ‘getting the words right’. Knowing the discipline of 
grammar won’t make us good writers but a light introduction 
can help us explore the craft of writing.
Good writing has a rhythm and a melody — when I read a 
lyrical phrase or sentence, it makes me understand or see 
things anew, and, importantly, want to read on . Now I love a list! 
especially a top 10! (I also, for certain types of communications, 
tend to overuse exclamation marks or, even, ellipses …) So 
here’s my list of the dictates, some fences to hold your writing .
What to dos
• Know your audience . It means you’ll use the right style (word    
 choice, complexity in construction, tone, punctuation …) .
• Feel free to start a sentence with ‘and’ or ‘but’ or ‘because’ .  
 It may be unexpected, but might add just the pause you  
 want your readers to take .
• Release your infinitives from always sticking to their ‘tos’ .  
 Split them sometimes and say, ‘to lightly tread’ .
• Know the ‘troublesome word pairs’ and use them correctly .  
 Affect/effect; practice/practise … there are hundreds of such  
 pairs and a web search (with just that label) promises hours  
 of fun . 
What not to dos
• Avoid clichés . Did you add ‘like the plague’? Aah, finding  
 alternatives is the work, and the fun, of writing .
• Avoid using nominalisations (verbs turned into nouns) (I  
 could have said ‘the avoidance of nominalisation usage is to  
 be encouraged but I’d be hung, drawn, and quartered by 
 my friends) .
• Don’t misplace or dangle a modifier: Some simple modifiers  
 — only, just, nearly, barely — are easily misplaced: He  
 only likes me . vs He likes only me (desire for love? vs claim  
 of exclusivity) . Some just dangle: To help young writers stay  
 interested in revising, a set of grammar exercises was  
 provided . vs To help young writers stay interested in revising  
 we devised a set of grammar exercises .
• Don’t overuse punctuation marks .
• Don’t overuse interrupting phrases . Over-complicated  
 construction —which I do, a lot — can be very distracting . 
 It can be thrilling to stay within the discipline of good  
 grammar and punctuation; your words can sing, your  
 sentences can enthrall, and much good can happen . But it’s  
 more fun to occasionally play out of bounds! 
Shelley Kenigsberg is a freelance editor, writer and trainer and proprietor of SK 
Publishing. She has developed and presented courses for editors and writers 
at writers centres and festivals all over the world; her new venture is the writing 
and editing retreats under the brand Editing in Paradise.
VIeWPOINT
Top tips 
Shelley Kenigsberg
2010 masterclass 
editing retreats offer:
•  blissful setting
•  exercises tailored to your manuscript
•  one-on-one editorial consultations
•  self-editing techniques
•  a small community of other writers
•  market awareness
Written a book lately?
Make it fit to submit
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Voices on the coast
Kelly Dunham
In 1996 a group of Immanuel Lutheran College staff members 
decided it was time for a youth literature festival on the 
Sunshine Coast. The result was Voices on the Coast, with just 
10 authors and 23 schools attending the one-day festival at 
Immanuel. 
Fifteen years later, 2010 Voices on the Coast will host 25 
authors, illustrators, poets, and performers, and attract over 
4,500 school students from 75 different schools . Some students 
will travel over 200 kilometres from Gympie in the north, to 
Nanango inland and Brisbane in the South to the University 
of the Sunshine Coast for the two student days . They will 
participate in over 120 talks, performances, and workshops .
The festival has grown to include community events . There is a 
launch, writing workshops for adults, free appearances at local 
libraries and in 2010 a literary breakfast with Ray Martin . This 
year the festival will host the inaugural SlammeD! event with 
David ‘Ghostboy’ Stavanger and Pascalle Burton slamming 
poetry with 20 young people, fighting it out for a double season 
pass to the Woodford Folk Festival .
Voices on the Coast offers young people on the Sunshine 
Coast a balance to their predominantly sporting and water 
lifestyle . Young people are able to directly engage with their 
favourite authors, hear their stories, and be inspired to give their 
own writing or illustration the chance to flourish . The campus 
is electric with children rushing from one session to the next, 
eagerly chatting with authors and illustrators, or having a newly 
purchased book signed as a treasured souvenir of the day . 
The festival is constantly changing with new opportunities for 
children, young people, and adults to encourage a lifelong love 
of literature . Presenters come from across Australia but there 
is also a heavy component of Queensland and Sunshine Coast 
authors and illustrators so that young people can realise that 
anyone, from anywhere, even a regional area such as the Coast, 
can become a world-famous author .
SPOTLIGHT
The festival would not be the success it is without the support 
of the teachers and teacher librarians across the region, as they 
are the driving force which brings busloads of children on the 
day . It is encouraging to hear schools bringing their entire Year 5 
to Year 7 population as the teachers realise how important it is 
to expose children to literature from an early age . Then there are 
students who have attended each festival, every year for their 
entire secondary school years . The highlight of the festival is to 
see the joy and excitement on children’s faces as they directly 
interact with presenters, where even a reluctant reader will pick 
up the book written by the presenter they have just seen .
Voices on the Coast is an eagerly anticipated cultural event for the 
Sunshine Coast and is now looking forward to the next 15 years! 
Voices on the Coast is a youth literature festival presented by 
Immanuel Lutheran College and the University of the Sunshine 
Coast . Tickets and information at www .immanuel .qld .edu .au/
voices or phone 07 5477 3437 . 
Kelly Dunham has coordinated the Voices on the Coast festival for five years, 
whilst working as a librarian at Immanuel Lutheran College. Previously Kelly 
was a librarian with Maroochy Libraries for 12 years and loves matching 
people, especially children, to books.
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Milestones 
QUICK TIPS WITH DR KIM
Narrative structure 
Kim Wilkins
In 2009 we recorded 103 milestones. We always love to hear 
about members’ successes; email jdevantier@qwc.asn.au. 
Raymond Clarke’s (Brisbane) historical novel, Hannah, the 
story of a young convict girl and her life in the raw environment 
of Australia’s early settlement, was recently launched, is widely 
distributed, and on a second reprint .
Dominic Ward (Cairns) has been commissioned by Sol Books 
(www .solbooks .com) to write a six-part series of articles on the 
process of writing for their blog . The series began in February . 
He also had two novel excerpts accepted for publication with 
the Journal of Experimental Fiction . 
Peter Bowler’s (Caboolture) latest book to be released in 
Australia, The Completely Superior Person’s Book of Words 
(Bloomsbury), is getting good press and radio coverage . It was 
chosen as ‘Pick of the Week’ for non-fiction in the Spectrum 
supplement in The Sydney Morning Herald for Saturday 20 
March .
Neville Mills (Noosaville) has self-published Snowybright and the 
Eight Dwarfs, the first of a series of six . It is a humorous version 
of Snow White, written to amuse and challenge 6–10-year-olds .
Dr Julie-Anne Sykley (Cairns) wrote a self-help book called 
Harry Potter Power, published by Interactive Publications and 
launched in Cairns on 25 March 2010 . The book was First 
Commended: Best Creative Non-Fiction, IP Picks 2009 . She 
spoke on ABC Radio (Cairns and Townsville) and appeared on 
Channel 7 news (Cairns) to promote it . 
Barbara Fitzgibbon’s (Kingscliff) memoir, Through Silences and 
Empty Spaces, was published by Sid Harta Publishers . It covers 
her story of chasing will-o’-the-wisps through TPNG, Israel, 
South Africa, Northern Territory, Queensland, and Rhodesia . The 
enjoyment that publication brought has since been increased by 
comments from readers, an aspect she had intially not given any 
thought . 
Susan Hawthorne (Mission Beach) had poems from her book 
Earth’s Breath read on a Poetica broadcast on 20 March . It is a 
collection drawing on her experience of Cyclone Larry (20 March 
2006) . The download of the podcast is available here: http://
mpegmedia .abc .net .au/rn/podcast/2010/03/pca_20100320 .
mp3 . 
Pamela Rushby’s (Brisbane) young adult novel When the 
Hipchicks Went to War (Hachette, 2009) has been listed as a 
Notable Book in the Children’s Book Council of Australia’s 2010 
awards . It has also been shortlisted for the ethel Turner award 
in the NSW Premier’s Literary awards 2010 . And an option has 
been offered for its production as a film .
Lyn Lawrence (Alton Downs, Central Queensland) has had her 
second children’s picture book, Special, published in April 2010 
by Graphics Above .
Stories should have a beginning, middle, and end, and 
managing the proportions of those parts is crucial for pleasing 
and persuasive pace, especially in the novel. A story has a 
rhythm: a set-up, a development, a resolution. Think of the 
Freudian ideas of the pleasure principle and the death drive: 
narrative structure can be seen as an interplay between the 
desire to be lost in pleasure and the desire to return to an 
inert state. We all know the intense gratification of being in 
the midst of a huge novel, wanting it to go on forever; and yet 
at the same time finding ourselves unable to stop turning the 
pages and racing towards the resolution. This rhythm plays to 
the expectations of the reader: there is a lot of enjoyment to 
be gained from a well-managed three-part structure. 
The three parts – beginning, middle, end – have different 
functions (introducing, developing, and resolving) and should 
represent different proportions of the story . Of course this is not 
an exact science, but: 
• the beginning should take up the first 20 to 30 per cent of 
 the word count
• the middle should take up roughly half
• the remainder should be assigned to the ending 
Sticking to these proportions will help you avoid a beginning 
that drags halfway into the book, or an ending that is all over too 
quickly . Readers can enjoy the set-up, take their pleasure stuck 
in the middle for a long time, and then be pulled through on the 
tide of the end . 
These ideas rely on there being relatively clear transition points, 
at least for the writer, between the beginning and middle, 
and the middle and end . These transition points are like gear 
changes in the narrative structure: if you listen closely enough, 
you will nearly always hear them in good storytelling . 
• The first transition point is an indicator that the story   
 has kicked off and is ready to be developed . Take   
 Shakespeare’s Macbeth, for example . The beginning  
 of the story introduces us to Macbeth and his wife, to  
 the prophecy of the witches, and the plan for murder .  
 Macbeth kills Duncan one-fifth of the way into the story 
 (at the end of act one), signalling the end of the beginning . 
• The second transition point is an indicator that matters have  
 become so intense as to force an ending either way .  
 A Rubicon is crossed, a die is cast, a watershed moment  
 is reached: the amount of clichés available to me here  
 demonstrates just how entrenched the idea of a point-of- 
 no-return is in narrative . When Macbeth returns to the  
 witches and consciously aligns himself with evil, we hear  
 the gear change clearly: the ending is rushing upon 
 us now .
•  Once you know what these transition points are, you have  
 the spine of the story . Writing it is simply a matter of   
 negotiating the distance between the points with scenes .  
 easy! 
Kim Wilkins is the author of 20 novels across genres and age groups,  
and teaches writing at The university of Queensland. She teaches in QWC’s 
Year of the Writer series. www.kimwilkins.com
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Developing your Writing 
Practice   
with Adair Jones
Brisbane workshop 
Saturday 19 June 
10am–4.30pm
Fees 
QWC members $110 
Concession members $100 
Non-members $160
Hemingway wrote 1,000 
words a day (never more) 
in his pursuit of one true 
sentence . Writing in her 
journal, Helen Garner 
makes a daily practice of 
sharpening the tools of her 
craft . Haruki Murakami likens 
writing a novel to running: 
as the body strengthens it’s 
possible to go longer and 
longer distances . During 
this workshop, Adair Jones 
(The Tower of Forgetting) will 
cover the discipline of daily 
writing, touching on different 
approaches, ways to get 
started, and methods for 
going the distance .   
Breaking Through Writer’s 
Block   
with Ian Demack
Rockhampton workshop 
Saturday 26 June 
10am–4.30pm
Fees 
QWC members $85 
Concession members $75 
Non-members $115
The biggest challenge that 
writers face is to keep writing 
when things get tough . 
Breaking Through Writer’s 
Block will explore a number of 
techniques that can enhance 
your creativity and help you 
write through your blocks . 
Ian Demack (The Modern 
Machiavelli) will work with you 
to develop personal strategies 
that will help you advance 
your writing .
Introduction to Poetry    
with Julie Beveridge
Brisbane workshop 
Wednesdays: 9, 16, 23, and 
30 June 
6pm–8pm
Fees 
QWC members $130 
Concession members $115 
Non-members $190
Writing poetry can provide 
an outlet for the creative self, 
a method for wrestling order 
from chaos, an access to the 
silent interior . Over the course 
of the month these sessions 
will provide a practical-based 
environment to discover a 
variety of techniques to help 
you develop your skills in the 
strange and beautiful world of 
poetics . 
Riverbend Poetry Series
Brisbane 
Tuesday 22 June  
www.riverbendbooks.com.au 
T 07 3899 8555
Where Riverbend Books, 193 
Oxford Street, Bulimba
Cost $10
Queensland Poetry Festival 
(QPF), QWC and Riverbend 
Books are proud to present 
the final event in the 
Riverbend Poetry Series 
for 2010 . Join us on the 
Riverbend deck as QPF 
launches the 2010 QPF 
Program with readings 
from three of this year’s 
programmed artists: award-
winning poet Ynes Sanz, 
rhyme-spitting word-dynamo 
Darkwing Dubs and the 
soulfully elegant Suzanne 
Jones . It will also be the night 
that QPF launches A Million 
Bright Things, a CD which 
captures some of the best 
readings and performanmces 
from QPF 2009 . To launch 
the CD, members of the 
Workshops and events
QPF Committee will read a 
selection of poems from the 
CD as well as a sample of 
their own work . Indeed, this 
is going to be a gig not to be 
missed!
Multi-platform Storytelling   
with Hoodlum Media 
Brisbane workshop 
Saturday 17 July 
1pm–6pm
Where Lab 1, The Edge, SLQ
Fees 
$95
Designing worlds and 
narratives across multiple 
platforms . Digital technologies 
allow audiences to access 
media anywhere, anytime . 
Many storytellers are taking 
advantage of this new-
found freedom by creating 
innovative stories that move 
between media platforms 
to create rich, interactive 
experiences . Skipping 
between television, websites, 
games, social networks, and 
virtual environments multi-
platform storytelling is an 
exciting new form of narrative . 
This workshop is lead by 
Hoodlum, an award-winning 
entertainment company 
based in Brisbane and will 
introduce you to the basics of 
multi-platform storytelling .
QWC July–December 2010 
Calendar of Events
Inside this issue, you will find 
QWC’s July–December 2010 
Calendar of events . Please 
note that workshops held on 
weekends at QWC’s space 
on Level 2 of SLQ will begin 
at 10 .30am from 1 July 2010 . 
There is also information 
regarding QWC’s new bag 
policy . 
QWC’s Workshops 
QWC’s Workshops are suitable 
for writers of all standards and 
experience. Participants will be 
introduced to general writing 
techniques (as they relate to 
the specific topic) and creative 
writing exercises. Workshops 
should provide an opportunity 
for participants to come away 
with ideas, information, and 
contacts, a further understanding 
of the writing craft, and the 
encouragement to continue 
writing.
QWC’s Masterclasses 
QWC’s Masterclasses are 
intended for writers who are 
writing regularly and have some 
publishing experience. They are 
not suitable for beginner writers. 
Masterclasses provide an intense 
tutor–participant focus and 
concentrate on advancing writing 
techniques. Participants will have 
a sample of their work read by the 
tutor prior to the masterclass and, 
to ensure the tutor is given ample 
time with the samples, each 
masterclass has an enrolment cut-
off date. If you are unsure whether 
your current writing practice is at 
a masterclass level, please call 
QWC before booking.
QWC’s Seminars 
QWC’s Seminars are suitable 
for any writer seeking advice or 
an insight into the writing and 
publishing industry. Seminars 
consist of a discussion panel 
and include an opportunity for 
audience members to have their 
questions answered. Seminars are 
not intended to include practical 
activities or an opportunity to have 
your work viewed by panellists.
Please note
QWC policy is no refunds. 
Provided three working days 
notice is given, participants may 
use the paid funds as credit for 
or towards the cost of attending 
another workshop, seminar, 
masterclass, or event (space 
permitting). All credit must be 
used within 30 days of issue.
For further information about  
QWC workshops, check out  
the 2010 QWC program, visit  
www.qwc.asn.au, or phone  
07 3842 9922.
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AdveRtiSe 
heRe
Reach your target audience
– over 2,300 writers actively seeking 
products and services that can help 
their professional development.
Members receive a 25% discount on all advertising.
For ad rates phone 07 3842 9950 
or email jdevantier@qwc.asn.au.
 
 
Categories: Picture Book – preschool aged children, Picture 
Book – primary aged children, Chapter Book, Young Adults, Graphic 
Novel (words & illustrations), illustrated Picture Books (words & 
illustrations) and Illustration. Published Author Competition.
Prize for eaCh seCtion: Writing & Illustrating: - $100.00 per 
category, and submission of short listed entries to at least one 
publisher of children’s books. All entries receive their judge’s 
feedback by 31st October 2009.
Published authors: Critique of winning entry by Paul Collins 
(Ford Street Publishing) and a face to face editor/agent appointment 
at conference with industry professional of their choice attending.  
All entries receive their judge’s feedback by 31st October 2010.
www.cyaconference.com     
info@cyaconference.com        
   
introducing:  CYa hatchlings Conference
sunday 5th september 2010
CYA Hatchlings, will be held on 5th September 2010 in partnership with Brisbane Writers Festival. 
This conference is aimed at children and teenagers aged between 8 to 18 who are interested in writing or illustrating children’s and 
young adult literature. Workshops will be conducted by industry professionals, and Australian authors and illustrators.
Conference Cost: $99.00 (gst incl.) Venue: Qut Creative industries Precinct, Kelvin grove
hatching tomorrows’ published authors and illustrators today! 
Children’s and Young adult Writers & illustrators Conference
Saturday 4th September 2010. All Bookings:  Online at: www.cyaconference.com
‘CYA Later, Alligator’ Children’s and Young Adult (CYA) Writers & Illustrators 
Conference will be held on 4th September 2010 in partnership with the Brisbane 
Writers Festival. 
This conference is aimed at new and established writers and illustrators of children’s 
and young adult literature. Seminars and master classes will be conducted by 
industry professionals, Australian and International authors and illustrators.
ConferenCe Cost: $195.00 (concessions: $170.00).  
agent/editor sessions: $85.00 (no concessions)  
Venue: QUT Creative Industries Precinct, Kelvin Grove        
ComPetition: Electronic entry form and online entry - closes 30th June 2010
entrY fee: Unpublished: AUS$ 16.50 ($1.50 GST Included) or by Paypal $17.50 
(including GST and charges.) Published: AUS$ 33.00 ($3.00 GST Included) 
or by Paypal $35.00 (including GST and charges.)
CYa Conference
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Competitions
11 June  
U3A Sunshine Coast Inc 
Writing Competition 2010
www.u3asunshine.org.au/
main/writing.asp
E jenbill@westnet.com.au 
[Jenny Riley]  
Entry fee $8, multiple entries 
$5. [Cheque or money order 
made out to: u3A Sunshine 
Coast Inc.]
Open to members of any U3A 
and people who are retired or 
semi-retired and thus eligible 
to join U3A . Four categories: 
short story (1,000–1,500 
words), rhyming poetry (20 
to 40 lines), free verse (up 
to 40 lines), challenge: One 
Thing I Don’t Want To Tell My 
Grandchildren (fiction 1,000– 
1,500 words) . 1st prize, $150; 
2nd prize, $75; 3rd prize, $25 
in each category . 
Post entries to:
Jenny Riley 
U3A SC Inc . c/- University of 
the Sunshine Coast
Maroochydore DC Qld 4558
18 June  
FAWNS Vibrant Verse 
Poetry Competition 2010
http://sites.google.com/site/
fawnorthshoreregional
E fawnorthshore@gmail.com 
Entry fee $5 [Cheques or 
money/postal order made out 
to Fellowship of Australian 
Writers North Shore 
Regional.]
Category A – free verse, 
open style, open theme . 
Category B – traditional, 
rhymed or structured verse, 
open style, open theme . The 
same conditions apply for 
both categories . Max . 60 
lines . Prizes: 1st $100, 2nd 
$50 . No entry form required, 
but a separate cover sheet 
attached, containing title and 
line count, name, address, 
telephone number, and email 
address (where applicable) . 
Send entries to: 
Competition Convenor
28 Berkeley Close
Berowra Heights NSW 2082
enclose an ssae for results 
and judges’ report .
30 June
Watermark Literary Society 
Eric Rolls Prize
www.watermarkliterary 
society.asn.au
E watermarks@tsn.cc 
T 02 6559 9953
Entry fee $10 [Cheque or 
money order payable to 
Watermark Literary Society.]
General Division – for prose 
fiction or non-fiction in the 
genre of natural history writing, 
max . 6,000 words . 1st prize 
is $1,000 plus participation in 
the 2011 Watermark Literary 
Muster (17–20 June) . Up 
to two highly commended 
entries may be rewarded at 
the discretion of the judges . 
Prize/s will be full attendance 
at the June 2011 Watermark 
Literary Muster . More details  
on the website . 
Post entries to:
Lyndal Coote
Administrator eric Rolls Prize 
General Division
PO Box 284
Laurieton NSW 2443
30 June
The Bridport Prize 2010
www.bridportprize.org.uk
Entry fee £7 per story, £6 per 
poem, £5 per flash fiction.
Poems: 42 lines, 1st prize 
is £5,000 . Judge is Michael 
Laskey . Short stories: 5,000 
words, 1st prize is £5,000 . 
Judge is Zoë Heller . Flash 
fiction: 250 words, 1st prize is 
£1,000 . Judge is Zoë Heller . 
Open to all . enter and 
download postal entry forms 
via the website . Send as many 
entries as you want . 
Post entries to:
The Bridport Prize
PO Box 6910
Dorset DT6 9BQ 
UK 
30 June
Flash 500 
www.flash500.com
Entry fee £5 for one story, £8 
for two stories
Flash 500 is a quarterly 
open-themed competition 
with closing dates of 30 
June, 30 September and 
31 December . The results 
will be announced within 
six weeks of each closing 
date and the three winning 
entries each quarter will be 
published on the competition 
website . The judge changes 
each quarter . 1st prize: 
£250 plus publication in 
Words with JAM; 2nd prize: 
£100; 3rd prize: £50 . Highly 
commended: A copy of The 
Writer’s ABC Checklist . 
30 June
Scribblers Literary 
Competition
www.scribblerswa.org  
Entry fee $5 per entry 
[Cheques/money orders 
payable to Scribblers.]
Prose, max . 2,000 words and 
poetry, max . 40 lines . Prizes 
the same for each category . 
1st prize, $350; 2nd prize, 
$150; 3rd prize, $100 . entry 
form available online . 
Post entries to:
Scribblers 
PO Box 580 
Mandurah WA 6210 
5 July
Place and Experience 
Poetry Prize 2010  
www.fullersbookshop.com.
au
Entry fee $10 
Major prize $1,500 . Two minor 
prizes of $250 each will be 
awarded . The crucial point 
about the connection between 
place and experience is not, 
however, that place is properly 
something only encountered 
‘in’ experience, but rather 
that place is integral to the 
very structure and possibility 
of experience . Judges: Gina 
Mercer, Dr Lucy Tatman, 
Adrienne eberhard . entry is 
open to Australian residents . A 
single poem no longer than 60 
lines . One entry per person . 
entries must be typed on 
single-sided A4 paper . Please 
submit three copies . Your 
name must not appear on the 
manuscript pages .
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Post entries to:
Place and experience Poetry 
Prize
C/- Anita van Riet
School of Philosophy, UTas
Locked Bag 41
Hobart Tas . 7001
5pm, 6 July  
Arts Queensland Thomas 
Shapcott Poetry Prize
www.
queenslandpoetryfestival.com
E qldpoetry@gmail.com  
T 07 3842 9990 
Entry fee $20 
Please note: change of date . 
Committed to encouraging 
emerging Queensland poets 
and now in its 8th year . This 
prize, for an unpublished 
poetry manuscript, comes 
with a total prize money of 
$3,000 and a publishing 
contract with UQP . Visit the 
website for guidelines and an 
entry form .  
Send entries to:
Queensland Poetry Festival 
PO Box 3488  
South Brisbane Qld 4101
9 July  
Dorothea Mackellar Poetry 
Awards
www.dorothea.com.au
E dorotheamackellar@
bigpond.com  
T 02 6742 1200 
This year’s theme is ‘I hear 
music’ . Competition is open 
to primary- and secondary-
aged children . There are eight 
categories . Cash prizes and 
trophies . Judged by Joanne 
Horniman and Robert Kimber . 
Post entries to:
Dorothea Mackellar Poetry 
Awards 
PO Box 113
Gunnedah NSW 2380
5pm, 13 July  
Arts Queensland Val Vallis 
Award for Unpublished 
Poetry
www.
queenslandpoetryfestival.com
E qldpoetry@gmail.com  
T 07 3842 9990 
Entry fee $20 
Please note: change of 
date . This prestigious prize 
is committed to encouraging 
emerging poets throughout 
Australia . entrants may submit 
up to three poems per entry, 
but each entry must be 
accompanied by a separate 
entry form and a separate 
entry fee . 1st prize is $1,000 
plus one week fully paid at 
Varuna Writers House; 2nd 
prize is $500; 3rd prize is 
$250 . Visit the website for 
guidelines and entry forms . 
Send entries to:
Queensland Poetry Festival 
PO Box 3488  
South Brisbane Qld 4101 
23 July  
CJ Dennis Literary Awards
E peter.lane4@bigpond.com  
T 08 88492190 
Entry fee $5
These awards are offering a 
total of $800 prize money (1st 
prize in each category is $200) 
to the winners . The categories 
are: Year of the Tiger – short 
story, Year of the Tiger – 
poetry, short story – open, 
poetry – open . This theme 
allows for no limits to your 
imagination and interpretation . 
Length of submissions is 
limited to 50 lines for poetry 
and 2,500 words for stories .
Include a cover sheet with 
the title of work, number 
of pages, category, but no 
personal details as entries will 
be numbered for anonymity .
There is no limit to the number 
of entries each writer may 
submit . One entry form will 
suffice for multiple entries .
Send entries to:
CJ Dennis Literary Awards
PO Box 47
Auburn SA 5451
2 August
2010 Avant Press Short 
Story Competition
E vae@bhtafe.edu.au 
Entry fee $6 for one story, 
$10 for two stories (max.).   
Avant Press, in association 
with Box Hill Institute, invites 
entries for its 2010 Short 
Story Competition . Theme: 
‘Connections’ . Unpublished 
short stories up to 1,800 
words . 1st prize, $250; 2nd 
prize, $150; 3rd prize, $75 . 
Winners and up to three 
commended stories will 
be published in the 2010 
Avant Anthology . Published 
contributors also receive a 
copy of the anthology . 
Post entries to:
Box Hill Institute, Centre for 
VAe
Private Bag 2014
Box Hill Vic . 3128
Competition Guidelines
The following guidelines 
for literary competitions are 
recommended by the ASA:  
where a prize is more than 
$1,000, a $5 fee is acceptable. 
A $20 entry fee is generally 
unacceptable. Information given 
should include the name, phone 
number, and street address 
of the organiser – be cautious 
where only a post office box is 
given. The names of the judges 
should be published on the 
competition’s form and results 
should be publicly announced. 
Authors should receive 
publication fees (minimum ASA 
rates in appropriate category) 
where their entry has been 
published. 
unfortunately many competitions 
in WQ, for one reason or 
another, do not meet all of these 
guidelines. Members need  
to secure full information and 
satisfy themselves that they 
are happy to enter a particular 
competition. 
For ASA guidelines for literary 
competitions send an ssae  
to PO Box 1566, Strawberry 
Hills NSW 2012 or phone  
02 9318 0877. 
Further Information
International competitions 
www.kimn.net/contests.htm 
www.writelinks.com (go to 
search and type in competitions) 
www.nzwriters.co.nz 
www.poetrykit.org/comps.htm 
www.fundsforwriters.com
Scam and hoax competitions 
www.sfwa.org/Beware/ 
http://windpub.com/literary.
scams/ 
www.winningwriters.com/
contests/avoid/av_avoid.php 
Predatory publishers and  
authors’ experiences 
http://anotherrealm.com/
preditors/ 
http://poetrynotcom.tripod.com
Please note 
Not all information is listed 
for every competition or 
opportunity. QWC advises 
writers to obtain guidelines  
and entry forms before entering 
or submitting work. 
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Opportunities
Compiled by Jodi De Vantier
More Scary Kisses 
Deadline 1 November 
http://
ticonderogapublications.com 
Calling for submissions for 
More Scary Kisses edited 
by Liz Grzyb . Submit your 
best stories of paranormal 
romance . Story length: 
1,000 to 8,500 words . 
(Longer stories may be 
accepted, although payment 
is capped at 5,000) . Original 
stories only: no reprints, 
multiple, or simultaneous 
submissions . Double spaced, 
large margins, sensible 
font . Payment: two copies 
and $0 .02/word (GST inc ., 
max . payment $100) on 
publication . Scheduled for 
release in 2011 . 
Email submissions to:
scarykisses@
ticonderogapublications .com
Include the words 
‘Submission More Scary 
Kisses’ in the subject line . 
Speakeasy 
Deadline 30 September  
www.aphelion-webzine.com/
admin/shorts_guidelines.
html 
Twelfth Planet Press is 
announcing a reading 
period for Speakeasy, a new 
anthology to be launched 
at Natcon50 in Perth 2011 . 
With Prohibition in full force 
in the US, speakeasies were 
all the rage, cocaine was still 
legal, and the Charleston, 
the Shimmy, and The Bunny 
Hug were in their heyday! 
Speakeasy is a roaring, lively 
and exciting new original 
anthology, edited by Alisa 
Krasnostein and published by 
Twelfth Planet Press . Stories 
for Speakeasy should be 
original, unpublished fantasy 
stories of between 2,500 
and 7,500 words, set in the 
1920s, and fun . Payment will 
be $50 per story . 
Email submissions to:
submissions@
twelfthplanetpress .com
Send your submission as an 
RTF attachment .  
Tor.com 
www.tor.com
Tor .com’s original fiction is 
co-edited by Patrick Nielsen 
Hayden and Liz Gorinsky . 
Submissions should be sent 
via email . Tor .com welcomes 
original short sci-fi and 
fantasy, broadly defined . 
Particularly interested in 
stories under 12,000 words, 
although exemptions have 
been made . Pay rate is 
US$0 .25 a word, for the first 
5,000 words, US$0 .15 a 
word for the next 5,000, and 
US$0 .10 cents a word after 
that . Original, not previously 
published . Submit fiction 
of between 100 and 2,000 
words (no multiple pieces) . 
Submit poetry of up to 50 
lines (not more than five 
poems at a time) . 
Email submissions to:
tordotcomsubs@gmail .com
Stories should use standard 
manuscript format and be 
emailed as Word, RTF, or 
plain-text attachments . 
Bewere the Night
http://squirrel-monkey.
livejournal.com/144059.html
A new anthology for Prime, 
to be released May 2011, 
the title is Bewere the Night . 
Submissions of stories 
dealing with any were-
creatures; werewolves are 
welcome, of course, and the 
stories should be in a general 
urban fantasy vein . Stories 
should be submitted by the 
end of December 2010 . Will 
accept reprints and originals . 
Reprints pay $0 .01/word and 
originals $0 .05/word, and the 
length should be between 
1,000 and 7,500 words . 
Email submissions to:  
squirrel_monkey@livejournal .
com 
Anywhere But Earth  
Deadline 28 February 2011
http://keithstevenson.com/
CDLblog/submissions
E abearth@optusnet.com.au
New anthology, Anywhere 
But Earth edited by Keith 
Stevenson, calling for 
submissions of science fiction 
set anywhere but earth . 
The setting will be near, far 
or alternative future and all 
points in between . No horror 
or fantasy, although stories 
may have horrific or fantastic 
elements . Stories must be 
original and unpublished . 
A minimum word length of 
3,000 words applies to all 
submissions . The maximum 
word length is 15,000 . Hard 
copy submissions will be 
accepted (visit the website for 
full details) . Payment is $0 .01 
per word, plus a contributor’s 
copy of the anthology, plus 
a proportion of royalties on 
sales of the e-book . 
Email submissions to:
abearth@optusnet .com .au
Attachments may be PDF, 
Word, or RTF files . 
Narrative  
www.narrativemagazine.com
Welcomes submissions of 
unpublished manuscripts 
– short short stories, to 
book-length works . Publishes 
fiction, poetry, and non-
fiction . Accepts work via 
online submission form only . 
Response time varies from 
four to twelve weeks . Short 
short story between 500 and 
2,000 words . Manuscripts of 
between 2,000 and 10,000 
words . Poetry submissions 
may contain up to five 
poems . See website for full 
guidelines . Payment is offered 
for successful submissions . 
Beautiful Books 
http://beautiful-books.co.uk/
submissions.html 
Publishing house with three 
imprints – Beautiful Books, 
Burning House, or Bloody 
Books . Does not accept 
submissions of children’s 
books, sci-fi, fantasy, poetry, 
or short stories . Submit 
a cover letter (including a 
brief bio), one or two-page 
synopsis, 30-50 pages of 
your manuscript . Include an 
ssae if you would like the 
material returned, plus a 
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Diary dates
[5 Jun] 
 
Writing Between the Sheets 
with Krissy Kneen 
www.qwc.asn.au 
[7-8 Jun] 
 
Voices on the Coast 
www.immanuel.qld.edu.au/voices
[9,16, 23, 30 
Jun] 
 
Introduction to Poetry  
with Julie Beveridge  
www.qwc.asn.au 
[19 Jun] 
 
Developing Your Writing Practice 
with Adair Jones  
www.qwc.asn.au  
[22 Jun] 
 
Riverbend Poetry Series 
www.riverbendbooks.com.au
[26 Jun] 
 
Breaking Through Writer’s Block 
with Ian Demack  
www.qwc.com.au
[27 Jun] 
 
Writing Scenes That Work  
with Kim Wilkins  
www.qwc.asn.au
cheque for postage . 
Post submissions to: 
Submissions Department 
Beautiful Books Limited 
36-38 Glasshouse Street 
London W1B 5DL UK  
Crow Toes Quarterly 
www.crowtoesquarterly.com 
This magazine is looking 
for submissions of playfully 
dark, intelligent, descriptive 
literature for children aged 9 
and up . Stories can range in 
length, but must be no longer 
than 3,000 words . If Crow 
Toes Quarterly does select 
your work for publication, it 
obtains one-time publication 
rights (for both the e-zine and 
the limited print edition of the 
magazine) and non-exclusive 
archival rights . Upcoming 
themes: 15th issue – 
‘Fall(ing)’, 16th issue – ‘Lost’ .
Post submissions to:
Crow Toes Quarterly
186 - 8120 No . 2 Road, 
Suite #361
Richmond, BC, V7C 5J8
Canada
PAN magazine 
Deadline 30 June
http://poniesare.wordpress.
com
E submissions@
panmagazine.com
Calling for submissions for 
issue #2 . Accepts short short 
fiction submissions . Between 
three and 3,000 words . Send 
your pitches and short fiction 
to PAN via email or post . 
World-Weary: A Journal of 
Places
http://cargocollective.com/
World-Weary#328679 
World-Weary is always 
looking for great non-fiction, 
scholarly, and fiction pieces 
about people, places, and 
movement . No min . or 
max . length, but pieces 
between 500 and 5,000 
words are accepted regularly . 
Submissions must include 
your full name, address, and 
phone number . World-Weary 
retains only the first publication 
rights to accepted work .
Email submissions to:
WorldWearyJournal@gmail .
com  
Include your submission in the 
body of the email and as a MS 
Word attachment .  
3 Hearts
http://3heartsmag.com/call-
for-submissions/
Currently looking for 
submissions that fit with the 
theme: Love, Life, Laugh . 
Short stories up to 5,000 
words, short stories series, 
flash stories up to 250 
words . Poems up to 20 lines . 
Payment is US$3 for poems, 
US$10 for stories, short 
stories series US$12 per issue 
for up to 10 issues . $3 for 
Flash Stories
Email submissions to:
sweetcrabhoney18@aol .com
Subject line ‘3Hearts 
Submission (Title)’ .
Post submissions to:
Submissions Team, PAN 
magazine
PO Box 1003
Newtown NSW 2042 
Kasma magazine  
www.kasmamagazine.com
E information@
kasmamagazine.com
Kasma is currently accepting 
submissions . Publishes sci-fi, 
but not limited to one genre . 
Submissions should be fewer 
than 5,000 words . Token 
payment is offered . 
Email submissions to:
submissions@kasmamagazine 
 .com 
Include ‘submission’ in the 
subject line, paste submission 
in the body of the email .  
Electric Literature
www .electricliterature .com
every other month, five 
stories are selected for 
publication . each writer 
receives US$1,000 . Looking 
for work with a strong voice 
that hooks the reader in 
the first paragraph . Fiction 
submissions only . Length 
should be between 1,500 and 
8,000 words . Simultaneous 
submissions are fine .
Email submissions to:
submissions@electricliterature .
com
Postal submissions can be 
sent to 325 Gold St . Suite 
303, Brooklyn NY 11201 USA . 
QWC welcomes writers at any level of their development.  
To join the Centre please complete the information below  
or join online at www.qwc.asn.au.
Please complete and return to: 
Queensland Writers Centre, PO Box 3488,  
South Brisbane Queensland 4101 | F 07 3842 9920
Applicant’s details
Name
Organisation
Postal Address
   Postcode
Telephone
email
Please indicate  New member  Renewing
Duration and type of membership
 One Year Two Year 
 Print PDF* Print PDF* 
Full membership  $60  $60  $110  $110 
Concession**  $50  $50  $90  $90 
Group  $88  $88 
International  $89  $89 
Corporate  $125  $125 
Family  $120  $120 
Youth (under 26) –  $25
Donation  $ 
(Donations of $2 or more are tax deductible)
Workshop booking form
QWC member  Yes  No 
Name of event/s
Payment
Please find enclosed my payment of $ 
 Mastercard  Visa  Cheque  Money order
Card number 
               
expiry date   / 
CCV # (last 3 digits on back of credit card)
Cardholder’s name
Signature
*PDF option means that you receive WQ as a PDF copy into your inbox  
on the first of each month, not as a hard copy magazine. **Concession 
applicants must provide a copy of health care, student, or pensioner 
cards. All prices include GST. Donations are welcome and are tax 
deductible. QWC has a no refund policy. Provided three working days 
notice is given, participants may use the paid funds as credit for or towards 
the cost of attending another workshop, seminar, masterclass, or event 
(space permitting). All credit must be used within 30 days of issue.
Membership application
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For membership information 
contact 
Queensland Writers Centre
Level 2
State Library of Queensland
Cultural Centre Stanley Place 
South Bank 
T 07 3842 9922 | F 07 3842 9920 
qldwriters@qwc.asn.au 
www.qwc.asn.au 
Write to us 
Queensland Writers Centre
PO Box 3488
South Brisbane Qld 4101
 
 
Membership Benefits
As a member of the Queensland 
Writers Centre, you have access  
to a wide variety of resources  
and information. 
Information and Advice
The Centre’s professional and friendly 
staff are available to answer queries  
by phone, mail, email, or fax.
Editorial Consultant Service
Offers members the chance to  
discuss their projects (including  
grant applications) face-to-face  
or by telephone with an experienced 
editor or published author.
Workshop Calendar
An annual program of workshops, 
masterclasses, and industry seminars. 
Publications
The Centre has a wide variety of 
publications available for purchase, 
including inexpensive handbooks  
and writers’ directories.
Legal Advice  
The Arts Law Centre of Queensland 
(Arts Law Qld) has ceased operation 
due to a lack of funding. As a result 
QWC is unable to offer legal or 
accounting advice. At this stage, 
we advise contacting the Arts Law 
Centre of Australia: www.artslaw.
com.au, T 02 9356 2566, F 02 
9358 6475, toll free 1800 221 457. 
Alternatively, the Australian Society 
of Authors offers a contract advice 
service – details are available on their 
website www.asauthors.org. There 
are also Contract FAQs on the site. 
Alex Adsett Publishing Services offers 
copyright and contract advice to 
authors and offers a discount to QWC 
members, www.alexadsett.com.au. 
Member Discounts
Presentation of your membership  
card will provide you with discounts  
at the following stores:
Bookshops
12 per cent discount at Queensland 
Writers Centre.  
10 per cent discount  
(includes mailing facilities): 
American Bookstore, Brisbane City 
Book Nook, Brisbane City 
Byblos Bookshop, Mareeba (discount 
on secondhand books only.) 
Coaldrake’s Bookshop, Milton 
Coaldrake’s Bookshop, Fortitude 
Valley 
Collins Booksellers, Smithfield 
Dymocks, Brisbane City 
Dymocks, Gladstone 
Dymocks, Townsville 
Folio Books, Brisbane City 
The Jungle Bookshop, Port Douglas 
Maleny Bookshop, Maleny 
Mary Who, Townsville 
Riverbend Books, Bulimba 
Rosetta Books, Maleny 
The Written Dimension Bookshop, 
Noosa Junction 
The Yellow Door Books and Music, 
Yeppoon
Cinemas
$10 tickets at Dendy Cinema, 
Brisbane
Other Discounts
Aromas coffee 10 per cent 
La Boite Theatre tickets $25  
(preview) $39 (in season), all shows. 
Chinese Remedial Massage, 20 per 
cent discount to all female writers, 
phone Sara 07 3844 2331. 
Good Reading Club cardholders 
receive members’ prices at  
QWC events. 
Olvar Wood Writers Retreat offer a 10 
per cent discount to QWC members  
on all their writer services. Find out 
more at www.olvarwood.com.au. 
Founding Patrons
Thea Astley 
Bruce Dawe 
Geoffrey Dutton 
David Malouf 
Michael Noonan 
Jill Shearer 
Oodgeroo Noonuccal (Kath Walker)
Honorary Life Members
Hilary Beaton 
Martin Buzacott 
Heidi Chopey 
Laurie Hergenhan 
Helen Horton 
Philip Neilsen 
Craig Munro 
Robyn Sheahan-Bright
Life Member
Lynette Kellow
Membership benefits
Group Members
Beerwah Writers Group 
Brotherhood of the Wordless 
Bundaberg Writers Club 
Bush Curlews 
Carindale Writers Group 
Cooktown Writers Group 
CrimeWriters Queensland 
Fairfield Writers Group 
Fellowship of Australian Writers 
(Queensland branch) 
Garden City Creative Writers 
Geebung Writers 
Gold Coast Writers Association 
Hervey Bay Council for the Arts 
Scribes 
Licuala Writers 
Mackay Writers Group 
Ravenshoe Writers Group 
Society of Women Writers 
Sunshine Coast Writers Group 
The Poetry and Prose Society 
Tropical Writers 
Writers in North Queensland (WINQ) 
Writers of Wynnum Manly 
Writers’ Worx 
Writing with a Vision
Corporate Members
Angus and Robertson (Southport) 
AustLit 
Boolarong Press 
Children’s Book Council of Australia 
Copyright Publishing 
Griffin Press 
James Cook university 
Joshua Books 
La Boite Theatre Company 
Maroochy Libraries 
Olvar Wood Writers Retreat 
Ouroborus Books  
Playlab 
Qld Academy for Creative Industries 
Qld Theatre Company 
Qld Zen Centre 
Somerville House 
St Theresa’s Catholic College 
The Travel Centre (Norfolk Island) 
university of Queensland Press 
Voices on the Coast Literary Festival 
Whitsunday Shire Libraries
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